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Paul Foley

From: Elizabeth Knight [lknight@mvyps.org]
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 7:53 AM
To: Paul Foley
Subject: Fwd: Re: Fwd: MARTHA'S VINEYARD COMMISSION MEETING

 
----- Original Message ----- 
 
I have been very patient and quiet over these months.  I have listened and read aarticles pertaining to those against 
the turf at Martha's Vineyard Regional High School.  I have waited to see their facts , their investigations's and realistic 
reasons for not have turf at the high school.  I must now speak as there is NO validity to what they are talking about. 
 On the other hand I have listened and read all the reports from MV@play and seen the actual truth and reality of this 
amazing gift that they are proposing and it is the real deal..   
     My name is lisa knight,  I have been a teacher and coach of 3 varsity coach for nearly 30 years.  I now just coach 
field hockey.  Over these 30 years I have watched many amazing things happen here, and our continuous push to 
keep current and into the 20th century.  I have taken field hockey teams to states more times then I can remenber , of 
course a state championship.  Each season 60-70 young field hockey players take the field at 5:45 a.m. on what we 
call the first day of "hell week"  This year they arrived to a field that was a disgrace.  Pot holes, animal burrows, 
patches of crab grass, dirt, dirt, and more dirt.  However, because of the love of the sport we persevered.  This so 
called 60 by 100 yaards is where  70 athletes practice, and play games.  We have one field that is never at rest.  The 
number of injuries due to the deplorable conditions is numerous.  Sprained ankles, open wounds from sprinkler heads, 
concussions from balls hit over uneven ground causing them to fly high into heads.  The game of field hockey is NO 
longer a grass game, it is turf.  Field hockey now is a turf sport.  We play an eighteen game season,  9 games on our 
field which by no means is an advantage, and 9 games away on turf.  To get ready for any turf games we must 
practice in the gym 2 days prior to the games.  Ridiculous, hot, and not really realistic but as close as we can get. 
 Teams who travel to the vineyard are appalled by our field and actually can refuse to play us that day because of field 
conditions, which means we must travel there to play them twice.  Now teams won't come to the island and play us 
first because of the condition of the field but because we don't have turf.  I have put my heart and soul into this 
program and watch so many young ladies bond and become a family on and off the field.  Accomplish wonderful 
friendships, talent and go on to the next level of play, college.  I believe without turf, the destiny of field hockey will be 
no home games, and perhaps even fade out in a very few years.   
     I have followed MV@play and all the facts and information.  I learned of the change in infill to cork and coconut 
husk.  I have learned that there is no toxic issues with the turf itself.  I have learned that the cost is much more 
effective.  I have done my own research by actually living and playing on turf.  The majority of turf fields are filled with 
crumb rubber,  which our track is made of, by the way condemned.  Our girls are overwhelmed and so excited to play 
turf because it is an awesome game on turf.  A whole new game on turf, speed, ball skills, and the actually play itself. 
 We cannot compete at that high level because we are not used to it, however we do our best and sometimes 
succeed.  I would like to address the issues at hand.  The issue of toxic is null and void,  the issue of injury in my 
experience is far less on turf and far more on grass.  Each season there are injuries and all are due to grass.  The 
issue of heat, is my job as a coach.  I need to make sure my team is not overheating and not exhausted, just as it is in 
the end of august and September which are brutal out on our "cow patch" field.  Dust, goose poop and more swirling in 
the air due to improper irrigation. Turf will not only benefit this program but all the other  programs in this school and 
community.  It is all weather and will permit practice and games in rain.  It will permit plowing of snow for spring sports 
to go out and practice, not just the gym.  It will benefit our whole community and we will prosper in talent and titles in 
sports.  (on a quick note, each playoff game we have traveled to is turf and we have lost)  I also teach adapted PE and 
we travel off island every may to the special Olympics the most amazing event you will ever attend.  For years I have 
been asked by the special Olympic committee to host this event.  Unfortunately due to the track and the so called 
land..... fill in the middle of our track makes it impossible.  Just think how all our athletes, jv, varsity, elementary, 
recreational and our very special athletes would do with this amazing opportunity of a track and turf.  I ask you to really 
consider all the evidence and programs that will benefit from this amazing gift.  Just one other note, the money that it 
would cost our community that is also something else that I hear.  This is a privately funded endeavor.....No cost, 
merely a gift. 
 
Thank you , 
 
sincerely  
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Lisa knight 
PE/coach MVRHS 


